CONSTRUCTION

• Construction will be completed between May and October 2017.
• Residents will be sent construction bulletins prior to construction beginning.
• Sidewalk and curb replacement will happen on one side of the road at a time.
• Pedestrian access will be maintained on one side of the road, where possible.
• Alley access will be maintained on one end at all times to ensure access to properties.
• Temporary parking bans will be in place to ensure work can be completed safely and efficiently.
• No parking signs will be placed 24-48 hours before construction begins.
• Temporary full road closures (shown on display) will be in effect throughout the season.
• Temporary transit detours and bus stop closures will happen periodically as necessary.
• ETS provides updates online and installs information signs at closed stops.
• Concrete medians will be installed after the road is paved.
• Please be patient with delays and mindful of flag people on site.